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Abstract
Model validation often is performed with metrics unsuitable for the task. Also, no metric should be used alone as criterion. One alternative is the use of Regression Error Characteristic Curve (REC). The use of REC curves was able to replace the results of single metric evaluation while providing information about trade-offs and model variability. Considering the limitations of plotting several curves, REC curves should be used for final steps of model validation.
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Introduction
Modeling with machine learning techniques requires several steps. Model validation is one of the last steps, and it is required for deciding if a model should be deployed. Both the use of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) or the Coefficient of Determination ($R^2$), and the use of only one metric, instead of a set of metrics, are often criticized for model validation\(^1,2\).

Regression Error Characteristic Curves (REC) - analogous to Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves (ROC) for classification models - are an alternative for model validation. The characteristics of REC curves allow for the assessment of several characteristics required\(^2\) for model validation. The objective of this work is to implement REC curves and evaluate their use for model validation.

Results and Discussion
The algorithm for REC curves\(^3\) was implemented in the R language. Vertical error bars were implemented following recommendations for ROC curves\(^3,4\). The error bias (E), the mean absolute error (MAE), the agreement index (D) and the modeling efficiency (EF) were evaluated to address the need of comprehensive model validation\(^2\) of models previously fitted\(^5\).

Representing model variability with error bars was troublesome due to the high number of points. The use of a shaded area resulted in better visualizations. No model evaluated had abnormal variability (Figure 1). Also, all models performed better than the null model.

Comparing several models in one plot was not feasible, requiring that only a few curves were plotted for analysis. The analysis of models using REC curve dominance leads to the same results as the MAE evaluation. The dominant model, Random Forest (RF) presented the lower MAE (Table 1). REC curve analysis was able to highlight trade-offs in the models, which can be seen in the metrics presented in Table 1, such as for MAE and EF for Boosted Regressions Trees (BRT) and Support Vector Machines (SVM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>EF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>null</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>13.68</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions
REC curve analysis resulted in similar results as a metric based analysis, although being capable of highlighting model trade-offs and allowing for variability assessment. Due to limitations of visual analysis, only a few models can be compared simultaneously, and we suggest the use of REC curves only in the final steps of model validation when few candidate models are being evaluated.
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